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What is a Segway HT?

- revolutionary transport mean
- dynamic stability
- ecologic, pedestrian & friendly
What is a Segway HT?

1990s: D. Kamen looks for a new device helping handicapped mobility
1999: D. Kamen founds Segway Inc.
2001: Segway HT unveiled to the public
2006: New generation released (Lean Steer)
Segway HT is not a handicap mobility device.
Though that, people's imagination has brought several good ideas from it's technology.
• A sustainable entrepreneurship for city mobility
• Segway exclusive dealer in Girona county & part of the SegwayCat Group (major dealer in Catalunya)
• Girona Segway Tour: first urban tour guided by professional guides
• Ciclotourism & Greenways
Segway at work

- Fun & non-fatigating transitions
- Longer itineraries = larger sightseeing activity
- Reaching what walking visitors don’t reach
- Entertaining culture tourism
Girona’s challenge

- Medieval Age as the main attractive
- Medieval city = medieval streets
- Wheelchair’s skills = segway’s skills
- Hard to find ramps or easy accesses
- 3 guides & more than 2 days finding the best itinerary
Segway Tours Girona

- Itineraries up to 9 kms
- 1, 2 or 3 hrs routes
- Catalonia Official Tour Guides (Spain’s pioneers)
- Theme routes: Jewish Quarter

CATALUNYA TURISME
sobre rodes commitment

• Sharing our experience & knowledge
• 6 Segways for field researches
• Escort participants through the city on Segway